
PROJECT AUTOMATION 

SESSION 1 - FOUNDATION



DURING TODAY’S SESSION:
Quick introduction with the Project AUTOMATION, so you know 

exactly what to expect 
Establish the goal of the automation SEQUENCES that we are 

going to build throughout these sessions 
Pick 3 niches for the COPY & PASTE Affiliate Funnels 
Build the BASE for a niche and establish the first action steps 

for you 
Q & A at the end of this session 



PROJECT AUTOMATION 

##QUICK INTRO##



INTRO OF THE PROJECT AUTOMATION (PA):

First, you’ll get 4 LIVE sessions with me, Peter Garety.  
During these sessions you will discover: 

Core know-how on automation - how to set up several automation sequences 
with GetResponse autoresponder (if you don’t have it yet, please go to http://
pglikes.com/getresponse to activate the 30-day trial). 

Step by step sequences how to build affiliate sales funnels, so not only you 
make money, but also build the primary asset of your business and that is: EMAIL 
LIST 

Strategy on how to scale your business once you have the base established, and 
it starts to make you money.  

And much more.

http://pglikes.com/getresponse


INTRO OF THE PROJECT AUTOMATION (PA):

Second, you’ll get materials that I will be using during the program 
(excluding software if any). 

You’ll get: 
Replays of all LIVE sessions provided in the member’s area on DashNex within 48h after 

the live session 

Slides in a PDF format as well as notes from the webinar - both will be delivered via the 
member’s area within 48h 

Checklists along with complimentary step by step videos, so anything we do during the 
LIVE sessions or I do it before/after sessions, you can learn how to do as well 

Templates of pages that I am using to setup sales funnels, including HTML squeeze pages, 
thank you pages, etc. 

And much more resources that you might need to launch a serious business online.



SEQUENCE:
As a result of both - LIVE coaching and additional materials, you will 

be able to: 
Step 1: Pick a highly engaging niche with a bunch of products that’s selling right 

now. 

Step 2: Create effective opt-in funnels that will not only make you profits but will 
build the main asset of your business - EMAIL LIST. 

Step 3: Create a strategic automation(s) sequences in your autoresponder so that 
you can leverage every single opt-in for more profits. 

Step 4: Send traffic to a squeeze page - we will cover basics of traffic generation 
using FB ads and other methods 

Step 5: Leverage AUTOMATION to scale your business week by week.



PROJECT AUTOMATION 

##THE GOAL##



GOALS:
Your GOAL: 

Establish a semi-automated money making business online / be clear about what 
it is and how to run it / 

Make at least $1000 per week from the business 

Have a clear growth plan - how to take your business to the next level week by 
week. 

My GOAL: 
Turn as many Project AUTOMATION students to success stories as possible 

Get at least five high-value testimonials that I can feature during my sales 
presentations / I hope you will be one of them /



PROJECT AUTOMATION 

##NICHE SELECTION##



NICHE SELECTION:
As part of the PROJECT AUTOMATION program, you are getting 3 

COPY & PASTE affiliate funnels. 
These funnels will be done in 3 different niches and TODAY you will 

decide which will be those niches 
SELECTION PROCESS: 

I will launch a POLL now with 10 niches 

You need to VOTE for ONE niche 

3 niches with highest VOTE count will be those that I will use to build COPY & PASTE 
affiliate funnels 

YOU will be getting all 3 of those. 



ARE YOU READY TO PICK A 
NICHE?

http://pglikes.com/paniche
Go to >>>

http://pglikes.com/paniche


PROJECT AUTOMATION 

##THE BASE##



BASICS:
There are many methods or ways how to launch a profitable 

business online. 
Some people FOCUS on building a website as a first step. 

Some people FOCUS on creating a product. 

Others work on traffic generation. 

Some do all of those things above at the same time. 

The cool thing here is that there is no right or wrong way to go 
about it… 

It just all depends on WHO’S BUILDING IT.



DEFINING THE ENTRY:
For you as a MARKETER, though, it should always start with 

answers to these 3 questions: 
WHAT? 

What’s SELLING right now? 

WHO? 
Who’s BUYING it? 

WHY? 
Why are THEY buying?



##LET’S DO SOME WORK##



PROJECT AUTOMATION 

##THE Q&A##


